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Omaha Public Power District
i

P.O. Box 399 Hwy,7S Northof Ft.Calhoun FortCalhoun,NE680234399 '

402/636-2000

August 3, 1992
i

LIC-92-146L l

I

I
U.-S. Nuclear Regalatory Commission
Attn: Document Control Desk
Mail Station P1-137
Washington, DC 20555

,

Reference: Docket No. 50-285

Gentlemen:

Subject: Licensee Event Report 92-023 for the Fort Calhoun Station

Please find attached Licensee Event Report 92-023 dated Acgust 3, 1992, This
report is bein submitted pursuant to 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(iv),
10CFR50.73(a(2)(ii),10-CFR50.73(a)(2)(1)(D)and10CFR50.73(a)(2)(x).

If-you should have any questions,.please contact me.-

.-Sincerely,

JA 5 5
W.;G. Gater

-

Division Manager
Nuclear Operations

WGG/lah

"ttachment.

.c: J. L. Milhoan, NRC Regional Administrator, Region IV
S. D.-Bloom, Acting NRC Project Manager
R. P. Mullikin, NRC Senior Resident Inspector
INP0 Records Center

/ @
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On1 July 3,.1992, at-2336, while the plant was operating at 100% power, the Reactor
.

Protection' System automatically tripped the reactor due to high pressurizer pressure.
The event was initiated as a result of maintenance on a non-safety related_ inverter.
During replacement of a degraded circuit board, power was momentarily lost to the
-instrument bus that-supplies power to the Turbine Electrohydraulic Control System,
resulting in closure of the turbine control valves. A subsequent failure of a

:pressurizericode safety valve resulted in high pressure in:the pressurizer quench tank
that: blew the tank's rupture disk and resulted in the loss of_approximately 21,500
gallons of contaminated water to the containment building sump.

The consequences of the event are bounded by the Fort Calhoun Station Updated Safety
Analysis Report.

The root cause of the momentary loss of power _to the instrument bus was determined to be
the: inability to isolate and test the non-safety related inverters after maintenance
without potentially losing power _to the respective 120V AC instrument. buses. -The root
:cause of the malfunction of Pressurizer Safety Valv_e RC-142 was determined to.be the
adjusting _ bolt locknut that loosened and allowed the set pressure adjusting bolt to back
out.-

I -

.

; Corrective actions include a modification to enhance the ability to test the non-safety
L !related inverters, addition of-a positive mechanical locking device for the pressurizer

,

-safety valve adjusting bolts and completion of a comprehensive Recovery / Restart Action-
Plan.~

wuam m m
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BACKGROUND

~

'The: Reactor Protection System (RPS) monitors certain critical plant operating parameters
and compares them to predetermined setpoints. If one or more of the monitored parameters

: reaches the setpoint on two of four channels, the~RPS will initiate a reactor trip.-
There'are-twelve different reactor tri)s that can be initiated from the RPS. The trip
unit of-interest for this event is Higi Pressurizer Pressure.

The reactor trip for;High Pressurizer Pressure is provided to prevent Reactor Coolant
System (RCS) over-pressurization. In the event of a loss of load without:a reactor trip,.

the temperature:and pressure-of_the RCS would increase due to reduction in heat removal
-

:from the reactor coolant-by the steam-generators. The over-pressure trip setpoint is-set
:at 2400_ psia. ,

,

Two-Power 0peratedReliefValves_(PORV)aredesignedtoprovidesuf_ficientrelief
capacity'during abnormal RCS pressure transients to: prevent opening of.the pressurizer
safety valves. The PORVs are opened on High Pressurizer Pressure at 2400 psia. The
valves are-located ~in parallel pipes which are connected on the inlet side to a< single

-relief valve nozzle on top.of the pressurizer'and to the relief line pip (ing tc the-
s

pressurizer quench tank on the outlet side. A motor operated isolation block) valve;is .

-provided_ upstream of_each of the PORVs to permit isolating a valve in case of failure or
-excessive leakage.

:Two pressurizer code safety valves-located on' top of the pressurizer provide-
.over-pressure protection for the RCS. They are totally enclosed, back pressure
compensated, springsloaded safety valves meeting ASME code-requirements. A loop seal-is
provided to minimize valve leakage.+

-

# #
The-pressurizer-quench tank is' designed to collect and condense the normal: discharges

.from the pressurizer during normal operation and to collect non-condensable gas-
7 discharges from the-reactor vessel head or the pressurizer during post-accident
; situations. In either case, the' pressurizer quench tank prevents RCS. discharges from
-being released to the containment atmosphere. The steam discharged from the press'urizer.
:is discharged underwater by aispargerito enhance condensation by uniform distribution.

The pressurizer | quench tank can' condense the steam discharged:during a loss of load
-incident without exceeding the: rupture disc setpoint, assuming normal blowdown of-the "

crelief valves at thetend of the incident. It is not designed to accept continuous safety;
valve discharge.- The )ressurizer quench tank vents to the containment atmosphere
following rupture of tle rupture disk.

~m,

-
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=Tne 120V AC Instrument System is comprised of four safety _related and two non-safety
related buses, each supplied by a separate solid state inverter fed from a 125V DC bus.
Each bus has:a backup. source of power via:a 480/120V voltage regulating transformer. An-
inverter functions to electronically convert DC to a reliable source of AC power. Each
-inverter is equipped with a static switch that monitors the output of the inverter and
:astomatically switches the load-to the backup power source without a loss of power to the
load-if the:, inverter output.is lost. A manual switch is available to bypass the inverter
for maintenance. :

;Non-safety related Inverter #2 (EE-8Q) supplies power to 120V AC Instrument Bus #2
-locatedJin--panel AI-42B which-'in turn supplies power to Turbine Electrohydraulic Control

-

-(EHC) Panel #2-(AI-S0). The Turbine EHCEsystem supplies the control signals to the:
--

L -: turbine steam admission. valves during startup, normal operation _, shutdown, testing and
-transient conditions.-

<

The Pressurizer Pressure Low Signal (PPLS) is initiated,.in the event-of a Loss of-

JCoolant1 Accident.(LOCA), Lata.pressurizerpressureof1600 psia..WhenPPLSactuatesthe
following actions are initiated: ,

1); LAContainmentIsolationActuationSignal(CIAS)isgenerated.

2)' :A'SafetyInjectionActuationSignal(SIAS)is' generated. SIAS in turn
' initiates a Ventilation Isolation' Actuation Signal (VIAS).

3). 1The Emergency: Diesel Generators are started.

~4) . Sequential starting'of Engineered Safeguards and essential support systems
. equipment is; initiated.

L LThe.-Containment!IsolationActuationSignal-(CIAS)~isintendedtopreventthereleaseof
'

p radioactivity from the containment,:especially in the event of an accident. Containment-
L . building piping penetrations-are considered potential-paths.for the escape'of.

.

-

! ; radioactivity:and-'are therefore, equippert with isolation valves. ine CIAS is generated
iby a PPLS, :or: a- Containment Pressure High Signal' (CPHS). CIAS initiates the following
' actions:

:1)1 LCloses the containment-isolation valves for flow paths which are not
re_ quired:to control or mitigate the accident.

12)_ Secures component cooling water flow through unnecessary heat loads.g
V

.. _

__
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The-Safety Injection Actuation Signal (SIAS) automatically actuates safety injection in
the event of a LOCA or Main Steam Line Break, to cover and cool the core and ensure
adequate shutdown margin. SIAS is generated by a Pressurizer Pressure Low Signal (PPLS),
or a Containment Pressure High Signal (CPHS). SIAS initiates the following actions:

1) High and low pressure safety injection loop injection valves open and
emergency boration is initiated.

2) A Ventilation Isolation Actuation Signal (VIAS) is initiated.

| 3) Shedding of sele ~cted non-essential loads supplied from 480V motor control
centers and shedding of complete 480V motor control centers serving loads
which are not essential to support safeguards systems is initiated.

i The Ventilation Isolation Actuation Signal (VIAS) is intended, in part, to prevent the
l release of signi" cant radioiodine or radioactive gas from the containment to the
| atmosphere. One possible source of such nuclides could be reactor coolant leaks below
' the range that would be detected by coolant or containment pressure instrumentation. The

VIAS is generated by an SIAS, a Containment Spray Actuation Signal (CSAS) or a
ContaintmntRadiationHighSignal(CRHS). VIAS initiates the following acticas:

1) Containment ventilation realigns to prevent a significant release of
radioactive gas or particulates from containment.

2) Control Room veritilation shifts to the filtered air makeup mode.

3) Safety Injection Pump Room dampers reposition for safety injection pump
operation.

The Containment Radiation High Signal (CRHS) radiation monitors detect gaseous and
particulate radiation and provide alert and high alarms. CRHS is derived on a one out of

| five logic from sep rate contact outputs from each of five radiation monitors,
Containment Particulate (RM-050), Containment Gas (RM-051), Stack Iodine (RM-060), Stack'

Particulate (RM-061) and Stack Gas (RM-062). CRHS initiates a Ventilation Isolation
Actuation Signal (VIAS),

t#iG Form Jd3A PM)
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EVENT DESCRIPTION-

'

LAt 0433:on July 3,:1992, with the plant in Mode 1 (Power Operation) at 100% power, the ;<

Fort Calhoun Station Control Room received an Inverter #2 Trou'ule Alarm. Inverter #2 had
automatically transferred to the " Bypass" mode, which provides power from a 480/120V AC
step-down-bypass transformer through the inverter static transfer switch to Bus AI-428.

. Upon' placing the-inverter in " Bypass", Bus AI-42B was declared inoperable due to being
.

powered from its emergency source. Technical S)ecification Limiting Condition for
| Operation-(LCO) 2.7(2)m was invoked with an eig1t hour time limit for restoring Bus.
'AI-42B to its normal. source'of power. .A priority one Maintenance-Work Order was written
to troubleshoot and re pir the inverter, and Electrical Maintenance and System
Engineering personnel were called out. By the time these' personnel arrived, a Fan
Failure Alarm on Inverter #2.had cleared.- At 0636. Inverter #2 was returned to the
inverter (normal)modeofoperationandtheTechnicalSpecificationLC0wascleared.

LThe Inverter #2 Trouble Alarm was-received again at 1510 on July 3, and the inverter was
~

transferred to " Bypass" for seventeen minutes before being returned to the Inverter mode..

At 1921, .the Inverter #2 Trouble. Alarm was received for the third time. At this time,
the. inverter was manually; bypassed by.taking the Manual Transfer Switch from the " Static
Switch':' to the- " Bypass" position. By manually bypassing-the inverter, the DC-indut

cbreaker to the inverter-could be opened to allow troubleshooting and. repair of tie7

inverter.;'Two circuit boards in-Inverter #2 were replaced, the Inverter Drive Board and-
the' Static Switch Drive Board.-

,

.When placing an inverter back in service the operator must first close the DC input
-breaker, then place the Manual Transfer Switch back to the " Static Switch" position. He
;would then normally depress a:" Forward Transfer" push-button, which would transfer power+
back to the-inverter.

-At 2335, when the-operator placed the manual'transfe* switch in the " Static-Switch"
: position,- prior to- de aressing the " Forward Transfer" push-button', the static switch began
' cycling back=and forti from the bypass transformer to the inverter. This caused
. Instrument Bus AI-428 voltage to oscillate between.0 and 120V AC. The operator
4immediately returned the Manual Transfer Switch to the:" Bypass" position, restoring-

normal voltage _to AI-428 1 The-voltage oscillations on-Al-428 affected several pieces of
iequipment powered from:AI-428. Among the equipment affected was Toxic-Gas Monitor:
YIT-6286B, which resulted in the trippinn o.f all-Control Room ventilation fans; and-

= Breaker:AI-428-CB2 which tripped, causing.a loss-of' power =to the~Electrohydraalic Control-
JSupervisory Panel', AI-50. 'Although~other equipment was affected by the voltage-
fluctuations,<this.had no significant: impact on subseque.nt events.-

;Upon; loss of power to AI-50, four pressure transmitter loops powered.by Power Supply A-86
'

in the EHC Supervisory-System became de-energized.- The rest of the components in the
-system remained energized because.they receive backup power from the Permanent Magnet,

p : Generator (PMG),whichisdrivendirectlyofftheMainTurbineshaft.
|

|=
,

.

. NFE Fonn actR (Hul} .
~
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1The four. pressure transmitter loops which became de-energized, Throttle Pressure-
|(PT-943),FirstStagePressure(PT-945),InitialPressureLimiter(PT-939)andPowerLoad
Unbalance;(PT-944) provide input to the EHC Supervisory System for the purpose of'

modifying turbine control valve position under various conditions. When power was lost
to these instrument loops, the output voltage from those transmitters (normally 0.1 to 5 ,

volts DC) went to.zero. This resulted in the control valve positioning units calling for
-a: closed position-on the_ valves. The sequence described above does not result in a
turbine trip.

The closing of.the turbine control valves resulted in a large mismatch between reactor
. power and steam demand.-- Since the Main-lurbine did not trip, the Steam Dump and Bypass
. System was limited in its ability to respond to the Reactor Power / Steam Demand mismatch.
LThe Steam Dump and Bypass System.is a non-safety related system which normally acts to
-control RCS temperature-and remove' decay heat. However, it is designed-for use primarily
-when the Main-Turbine is off-line. While the Main Turbine is-operating, the. Steam Dump
and Bypass System is limited to a modulation mode of operation, with a capacity of five
percent steamtflow.

The.overall effect'of.the turbine control salves closing without significant steam dump-
:and. bypass capacity was to cause a sharp increase in RCS temperature. Pressurizer level,
pressurizer pressure, and steam generator _ pressure-also increased in response to the

L ncrease in~RCS: temperature.i

At 2336' the reactorftripped due to High Pressurizer Pressure, and the PORVs and possibly,
,

Pressurizer-.. Safety Valve RC-142 opened to lower.RCS pressure. -At approximately the same
time,;several main steam safety valves also opened.- Upon receiving the-reactor trip, +he
Main Turbine tripped, which enabled the Quick Open feature of.the' Steam Dump and Bypass-
: System to: rapidly open all steam dump and bypass valves to their full capacity of 38%-
Esteam flown This reduced RCS temperature and pressure, allowing the PORVs and main steam
xsafety val _ves to close.

'At 2337 Fire--Zone-33 (Room'81) went~into alarm due to steam flow through the main steam
isafetyjvalves.

_

Forfthe first sever, (?) minutes following the reactor trip, plant response was as-

: expected for-~a load. rejection event, and plant parameters were trending-toward steady
(state; post-trip conditions. Pressurizer pressure had reached a minimum of 1745 psia-and
was recovering, )ressurizer level had reached 'a minimum of 33% and was recovering, and:

:RCS: temperature lad stabilized at:532 degrees F. PORV tailpipe temperatures and-

pressurizer | quench tek parameters indicated that the PORVs had opened,'but the -

pressurizer quench tank: parameters had stabilized, indicating that the PORVs had closed-

! properly. The operators entered Emergency Operating Procedure E0P-00, Standard Post Trip
cActions, and began to place plant systems in a normal post trip _ configuration. Since
there was no. indication of PC'V leakage, the Primary System 0perator elected to leave the-

PORV block valves open. A Containment Pressure Reduction, nhich had been in progress at-

the: time of-the trip, was secured at the direction of the Shift Supervisor.

--
_. _ ._ . _ _ _ _ _
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At-2343,:with pressurizer pressure at approximately 1923 psia, Pressurizer Safety Valve
RC-142 lifted and RCS pressure began to decrease rapidly. At approximately 1020 psia,
RC-142 apparently re-closed, but did not-re-seat, resulting in a leak rate of

-

:a> proximately 200 gallons per minute through RC-142. RC-142 continued to leak throughout
._ tie remainder of the event.

At the time RC-142 opened, the operators were still completing their Standard Post Trip
Actions. Upon observing lowering pressurizer pressure, the Primary System Operator

'

: closed the PORV block valves, and verified the valves indicated fully closed by limit
switch indication. At this time, the Primary Syttem Operator also noted that the RC-142
tailpipe temperature was in alarm. Pressurizer pressure continued to lower after the
PORV; block valves were closed, and:at 1600 psia, a PPLS was generated, initiating

iactuation of Engineered Safeguards equipment (including High Pressure Safety Injection j

; Pumps SI-2A, SI-2B and SI-20, and Low Pressure Safety Injection Pumps SI-1A and SI-1B).
'The. Primary System Operator verified that all Engineered Safeguards equipment had
; operated as expected for a PPLS-actuation. At 2344,_as RCS pressure fell below 1400
. psia | the Primary System Operator. tripped one reactor coolant. pump in each loop as
. directed by E0P-00. The running-turbine plant cooling water aump was load shed as a
fresult of the Engineered Safeguards-actuation. This caused t1e running instrument air
-compressor to shut down, and as a result a low instrument air pressure alarm was
received.

'

As result of|the PPLS actuation, the containment isolation valves supplying component~

! cooling-water to_the-reactor coolant pump seal coolers (HCV-438A, B, C and D) received a
CIAS. The_ CIAS,: combined with a momentary reduction in component cooling wrcer pressure,

;resulted in HCV-438A through D closing. _After verifying component cooling water pressure
had returned to greater than-60 psig,.the Primary System Operator're-opened HCV-438A

_

=through D. =The' duration of reduced component cooling. water flow to the reactor _ coolant
' pump-seals was 38. seconds, from the first valve coming off'its open seat until the last
; valve was fully re-opened. There was no impact on the reactor coolant pump seals from
this momentary reduction in cooling water iIow.

At 2346,; the Licensed 1 Senior' Operator completed E0P-00 and entered the Functional
1 Recovery Procedure E0P-20.- The transition was made to the Functional Recovery Procedure-

frather.than the LOCA procedure because along with indications,of a-leaking safety ~ valve,
thestatusofAI-42Bwas'notclear1(threeannunciator-panelswerede-energized,

lindicating1thatiother problems may. exist) and one pressurizer level indicatorL(LRC-101Y)
was indicating zero_(0)-pressurizer level while the two other indicators were reading at

-

or near 100%. -It:-was subsequently determined that the erroneous readings from LRC-101Y
- '.were due to' partial blockage of the reference leg tap. Immediately:after entering

~ 0P-20, the' Secondary System Operator started a. turbine plant cooling water pump, whichE>

allowed restart of the instrument air compressors. The Primary System O
two of-the three high pressure safety injection pumps (SI-2B and SI-2C) perator stoppedafter verifying-
that Safety Injection Stop and Throttle Criteria were met per E0P-20, Floating Step A.

w .m. m .
-

. .- , . . _ _ , .
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:Throughout the remainder of the event, the Primary System 0perator adjusted high )ressure j
= safety injection flow to maintain greater than'20 degrees F subcooling at the hig1est ;

~

temperature core exit _ thermocouple. Subcooling was monitored by plotting the maximum ;
core exit thermocouple temperature and the low range pressurizer pressure (PI-118Y) on !
:EOP= Attachment-2, RCS Pressure-Temperature Limits. E0P Attachment 2 provides a manual
means of. plotting subcooling against a 20 degree F subcooling curve.-

The Primary System Operator chose to use E0P Attachment 2 rather than the Emergency
Response Facility Computer System (ERFCS):for subcooling indication, because he observed

| 'the ERFCS indicating zero subcooling with flashing question marks (denoting questionable
I data) at a time when he knew from various other indications that subcooling existed. The-
; ERFCS indication of zero subcooling with a questionable data notation resulted from the
H .ERFCS applying a conservative value of zero subcooling when high range pressure

instruments (PI-120A/B)_~usedinthesubcoolingcalculationrangedle iSubsequent!

i- ianalysis of ERFCS printout data using-wide range; instruments indicate that from 2347 on
' July 3- until 0019 'on' July 4, the ERFCS _ indicated less than 20 degreet subcooling and
from-2352 on July 3 to-0001 on July.4, the ERFCS indicated saturated or slightly

L superheated conditions existediin'the RCS. .The discrepancy between the ERFCS calculated
value of subcooled margin,and the E0P Attachment.2 plots was due to an apparent

; difference .in-RCS pressure values. su) plied to the ERFCS from Wide Range Pressure-
Instruments. PI-105 and- PI-115,: and t1e low range pressure instrument (PI-118Y) used_ by

'the Primary System Operator. 'The Primary System Operator used PI-118Y as his pressure
indication for subcooled margin because it was readily available on the control board and

-appeared to be tracking properly.
1

!
_

At 2349, the Primary System Operator secured the two remaining reactor coolant pumps as
.

b ' directed:by E0P-20. At 2350, the Plant Manager was notified by the. Duty Supervisor-(who-
| was'on-site monitoring the Inverter #2 maintenance) of the event.in progress.

i At2352,thePrimarySystemOperatorsecuredtwochargingpumps(CH-18:andCH-1C),to
avoid the potential for RCS over-pressurization'with the PORV block valves closed and

; uncertainty over the: status of RC-142. Safety Injection Stop and' Throttle Criteria were'

met (usingEOPAttachment2)at-thetimeofchargingpumpshutdown.

. At :2352, the- Shif.t Sapervisor. declared an Alert classification based on Emergency' Plan
ImplementingProcedureEPIP-0SC-1,'EmergencyActionLevel(EAL)1.10, Failure / Challenge
to One Fission Product Barrier.

:
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-At=2353 on July 3, the Secondary System Operator took manual control of the Steam Dump
:and Bypass System in preparation for a rapid cooldown to shutdown cooling conditions.

~At 2355, approximately~20 minutes into the event, the pressurizer quench tank rupture
disk ruptured at approximately 75 psig. This resulted in Fire Zones 10 and 11 inside
containment alarming, containment pressure, temperature and sump level rising

_

!
(containmentsumplevelwouldeantuallyreachalevelof12.5ft.whichcorrespondsto

'approximately21,500-gallons)and-slightincreases'incontainmentarearadiation.

At 2358, Charging Pumps-CH-1B-and CH-1C were started to ensure boration criteria were met
-until_a shutdown margin calculation could be performed. After determining that only'one
charging pump was needed to meet boration-criteria, Charging Pumps CH-1" ind CH-1C were-

| periodically; started and stopped throughout the remainder of the event.

(At-0000 onLJuly 4,-High Pressure Safety Injection Pump SI-2B was restarted to provide
additional injection flow. Additional safety injection flow was necessary to maintain

-RCS1subcooling_as RCS hot leg temperatures were increasing during establishment of
. natural circulation. ?At 0003,:SI-2B was again secured.-

At 0006,- with containment temperature rising, Containment Cooling Units VA-7C and VA-7D.
were started to reduce containment _ pressure by providing additional cooling to condense

'stea6 in containment. : Containment pressure peaked,at 2.5 psig, and gradually decreased
L -through the remainder ~of the event.

?At.0010, notific~ tion of the states of-Nebraska and: Iowa was completed. The NRC Seniora
LResident Inspector was notified =at 0020,1and'at 0029,_the-NRC Operations-Center was-
Jnotified of the event pursuant to 10 CFR 50.72(a)(3), via the Emergency Notification
System,jand_an open line was maintained throughout the. remainder of the event.

At 0012, the Shift Supervisor directed that a plant cooldown be initiated., Pressurizer
= pressure.was soproximately 1100 psia and RCS cold leg temperature was approximately 524
' degrees F at t1eistart of the cooldown. ; Supporting evolutions included inserting the
non-trippable control element assemblies,-restarting a condensate pump'to refill thee

Emergency Feedw ter Storage Tank, and-performing a shutdown margin-calculation.

1At:0924, the hydrogen analyzers were placed in iervice, as required by the E0Ps for_High
~ Energy Line Breaks inside containment.

-

.At~approximataly-0030, an operator observed the acoustic flow monitor for RC-142
indicatingflow.-Twolightswerelit(appro.ximately-20%ofscale),indicatingRC-142was
leaking significantly, but was not fully open.-

_

.
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By 0050, with safety injection flow maintaining RCS pressure, the Operators began ]throttling safety-injection flow. As the plant cooldown and de-pressurization continued, '

RCS and steam generator pressures continued to decrease. In accordance with the E0Ps,
the signal which initiates a Steam Generator Isolation Signal (SGIS) on low steam
gsn:rator pressure (SGLS) was blocked at 0102 to prevent automatic closure of the main
steam and feedwater isolation valves. At0103thePressurizerPressureLowSignal(PPLS)
which initiated the SIAS was also ulocked per the E0Ps. This step is intended to
initiateLowTemperatureOver-pressurizationProtection(LTOP)byenablingtheLTOP
function of the PORVs. Additionally, blocking PPLS would subsequently allow resetting of

' Engineered Safeguards equipment, which would allow restoration of certain normal system ,

fcnctions that are used during a cooldown. With the PORV block valves closed, however, '

LTOP protection could not be achieved. Due to concerns over the possibility of the PORVS
not being reseated, the PORV block valves remained closed until 0334.

-At 0110, all PORV and pressurizer safety valve acoustic flow monitors indicated zero
flow.

,

At 0113, with pressure controlled, and well above the shutoff head of the low pressure
safety injection pumps, SI-1A and ;I-1B were secured in accordance with the E0P floating
steps.

Normally, after a shutdown, auxiliary electric power to the non-vital buses is returned
to the House Service Transformers by back-feeding through the Main Transformer. At 0119,
following opening of the Main Generator disconnect switch, the Main Generator output
breakers were closed to back feed the non-vital buses. At 0122, the back-feed alignment
was complete.

At 0131, with the Electric Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump supplying the steam
generators, the Turbine Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump (FW-10), which started on
PPLS/SIAS, was secured. Although no primary to secondary leakage was suspected, securing
the pump minimized the potential for an unmonitored release from that source. At 0138,
the manual isolation valve for the atmospheric dump valve was closed. Again, the Steam
Dump and Bypass System was providing heat removal capabilities, and shutting the manual
atmospheric dump isolation valve isolated a potential release path.

At 0146, Engineered lafeguards were reset, which allowed several desired actions over the
next three hours:

1) The electric fire pump, which had started after fire header pressure,

decreased in response to the electrical Nad shedding of the jockey pump,
was secured.

2) The Chemical and "olume Control System was restored to a normal
configurttion, which would allow the subsequent restoration of pressurizer
level to the normal band.

|

|

l
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3) The containment isolation valves for the containment gas and particulate
monitors (RM-050/051), which had previously closed due to PPLS/CIAS, were
re-opened to provide an indicetion of containment atmosphere conditions. At
0156, a CRHS was received from RM-050/051, initiating a second VIAS (VIAS
had previously been initiated due to PPLS/SIAS) due to high containment
activity. The VIAS re-closed the valves.

4) The steam generator and primary system sample valves were opened.

5) The Emergency Diesel Generators, which had started on the reactor trip were
secured.

6) Auxiliary building ventilation was restored.

7) One of three component cooling water pumps was secured.

8) Two of the four raw water pumps were secured.

9) The moter control centers which had been load shed by the SIAS were
re-energized.

At 0218, while attempting to lower pressure during the cooldown, the Primary System
Operator observed possible reactor vessel head voiding over a period of approximately
five minutes. The cause was'likely inadequate cooling of the reactor vessel by natural
circulation. The RCS was re-pressurized slightly, and the void collapsed. The lowest
level in the reactor vessel head was 83% as indicated by the Reactor Vessel Level

: Monitoring System.

At 0329, with the Chemical and Volume Control System W ing for RCS inventory control, >

the safety inject. ion loop injection valves were fully closed. With these valves closed,
makeup for WCS leakage was provided by the charging pumps only.

At0334,PORVBlockValveHCV-151(theisolationvalveforPORVPCV-102-l)iwasre-opened.At 0337, PORV Block Valve HCV-150 (the isolation valve for PORV PCV-102-2 was re-opened.
PORV tailpipe temperatures began increasing, so HCV-150 was immediately re-closed. With
HCV-151 open, Low Temperature Over-pressurization Protection was re-established.

At 0406, a continuous fire watch was established in Room 81. Technical Specification
2.10(1)requiresafirewatchtobeestablishedwithinonehourwhenspecifiedfire
detection instrumentation is inoperable.- This requirement was not met within one hour of
Fire Zone 33 going into alarm. Although a formal fire watch was not in place between
2337 (when the zone went into alarm) and 0406, several individuals, including fire watch
qualified personnel, did enter Room 81 during this time.

At0416,thefirealarmspreviouslyreceivedforFireZone33(Room 81)andFireZones10
and11(Containment)werereset. Technical Specification 2.19 requires a fire watch to
be established if more than one fire zone in containment is inoperable, however due to
containment conditions the watch was not established. Therefore, this Technical
Specification requirement was not met while Fire Zones 10 and 11 were in alarm.

m.m m
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At'0420, the last high pressure-safety injection pump, SI-2A was secured. At 0431, the
safetyLinjection tanks were isolated per E0P-20 to prevent injection as the RCS was
de-p.ressurized in preparation-for shutdown cooling.-

JAt 0615,-the containment isolation valves for the containment gas and particulate<

monitors (RM-050/051) were again opened to provide an indication of containment
fatmospheric conditions. Tne-monitors remained in service for the remainder of the event.

LAt.0630, with RCS leak rate estimated at less than five gallons per minute the event was,

L Ldowngraded from an Alert classification to a Notification of Unusual Event with the
: concurrence-of the NRC.

'At:1024,onereactor_coolantpump(PC-3C).wasstartedtoassistincoolingthereactor
vessel head.

[ 'At 1053, preparatio'ns. began-for. initiation of shutdown cooling and at 1312 shutdown
? -cooling was established. E0P-20 was~then exited and-normal operat;ng procedures for cold

shutdown were implemented. The-plantenteredMode4(ColdShutdown)at1825.

:At 1840.on July 4, 1992, the Notification of Unusual Event was terminated. '

L :Tnis'LicenseeEventReport(LER).isbeingsubmittedpursuanttothefollowingfederal
regulations:

11-) 10.CFR50.73(a)(2)(iv),duetotheautomaticactuationofnumeroust

L
''

Engineered. Safety Features including the Reactor Protection System.
p

s 2):~
reactor coolant pressure boundary being seriously degraded.L

'

10CFR-50.73(a)(2)(ii),duetothefailureofRC-142whichresultedinthe
.

.
13)- 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(1)(B),1duetothefailuretoestablishfirewatchesin-

!- Room-81'andcontainmentasrequiredbyTechnicalSpecifications2.19(1)and
2.19(2) . -

'4) L10.CFR50.73(a)(2)(x),duetocontainmentconditions-preventingthe
R establishment of a fire watch patrol as required by Technical Specification
# 2.19(2)..

| 5): 10 CFR;50.73(a)(2)(1)(B), due to previously unreported failures of
Pressurizer; Safety Valves RC-141 and RC-142 to meet Technical Spacification
2.1.6(1)acceptancecriteriaduringas-found-testingperformedin1975,
1980,.19841and'1985. -(This was discovered during a detailed review of

-historical maintenance and testing records for RC-141 and RC-142.)

-
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EVALUATION / SAFETY ASSESSMENT

-The initial Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS) response to this event was a normal
response to a load rejection event, and is bounded by the Updated Safety Analysis Report
(USAR)accidentanalysisforaloadrejectionevent. Peak RCS pressure was approximately
2430 psia, peak temperature of reactor coolant leaving the core was approximately 602
degrees F, and peak steam generator pressure was approximately 1033 psia.

USAR Section 14.15, Loss of Coolant Accident, indicates that a LOCA with an RCS break
size of less than 0.5 sq ft is considered to be a Small Break LOCA. Using the nominal
three inch size for the open Pressurizer Safety Velve (RC-142), the break size would be
calculated as 0.049 sq ft. Therefore, by definition, this event was a Small Break LOCA.

The consequences of the event are bounded by the USAR analysis for a Small Break LOCA.
The leak rate was greater than the 40 gallons per minute capacity of one charging pump
while the RCS was at operating pressure. The Reactor Protection System functioned as
designed to provide an automatic reactor trip and the Engineered Safeguards equipment
actuated to cool the reactor core. The reactor core remained covered with coolant
throughout the event. Post event analysis has determined that there are no apparent fuel
rod failures in-the reactor core. The fuel vencors have confirmed the maintenance of
fuel integrity. During the event the ERFCS indicated saturated or slightly superheated
conditions existed in the RCS for a period of approximately ten minutes. The fuel
vendors have verified that there was no detrimental effect on the fuel or its integrity
and that continued operation with existing fuel performance guidelines is acceptable.

The NSSS stress reports for key components have been reviewed and revised as required as
a result of this event. The reactor vessel structural integrity was evaluated to ensure
th re were no pressurized thermal shock concerns from the High Pressure Safety Injection
System operation or submerging the bottom of the reactor vessel. The results of the

. review and evaluation indicated no adverse impacts to the NSSS from this event.

' Containment integrity was maintained throughout the event and containment pressure was
maintained below three psig.. Post-event containment releases were well within the
requirements of 10 CFR 20.

The following(average containment general area contamination levels were observed priorto the event at'the end of the last refueling outage), by initial survey after the event
(onJuly4,1992),andfollowingdecontamination(betweenJuly11andJuly 15,1992).

Containment Pre-event Initial Post-Event- Post-decontamination
Elevation (dpm/100sqcm) (dpm/100sqcm) (dpm/100 sq cm)

-1045' 1,186 87,151 16,691
1013' 1,263 39,740 972
994' '1,344 3,334,545 10,134

wa.m - m
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; CONCLUSIONS

Following the event, investigations were initiated to determine the root causes of the
: momentary loss:of power to Panel AI-42B and the malfunction of Pressurizer Safety Valve
:RC-142.

The following is a summary of findings regarding the feilure of Inverter #2.

1)- Both circuit boards which were replaced on July 3 (Static Switch Drive Board
and Inverter Drive Board) ware found to have cop onents (ceramic resistors)
that showed signs of discolorat V he to overheating.-

= 2) One of the resistors on the stet!.. Switch Drive Board was found to have a .

baoconnectionwhichresultedintheconnectionbeingintermittent(i.e., '

making when it cooled off and breaking when it was hot). The bad connection
of-the resistor caused the inverter to go to the bypass mode three times in

<the same day. '

3) When the Static Switch Drive Board was replaced, plant personnel failed to
. remove a. metal jumper between terminal points 6 and 7 of TB204-on~the old
board and install.it on the r.aw board. The missing metal jumper caused the
' inverter to oscillate between Forward and Reverse.

4). A wire feeding the1 signal from the Static Switch Drive Board to the gate of.
Static Switch Inverter SCR12 in the inverter was found to be loose, thus not.

providing the signal to the ga5 of SCR12. It appears that' this, wire was -

unintentionally pulled off=the. gate during the replacement of the Static
~ Switch Drive' Board. The wire inadvertently pulled from the gate of SCR12, 4

caused SCR12 not-to gate on, resulting-in zero voltage on the reverse side*

'while-silicone controlled rectifiers on the forward side were providing 120V '

'AC.: Iherefore, the oscillation-observed between Forward-and Reverse caused
a voltage fluctuation'of 120V to zero (zero on the Reverse side and 120V AC

LontheForwardside)onInstrumentBusAI-428.

The root cause.of.the momentary loss of power to AI-428 was determined to be theu:

Ninability to isolate and test the non-safety related inverters-(Inverters #1 and #2)
Lafter maintenance, without potentially-losing power to the respective.120V AC instrument
' buses.

2The following five contributing causes were identified with respect to the momentary lossp'
~ f power to AI-42B:o

'1)~ ' Failure of vendor to inform util(ties of potential for human error
associated with the jumpers during board replacement,

J2 Lack of a troubleshooting guide,
3 -Poor workmanship during manufacture,
4 -Single-clad board design,

p 5 -Unavailability of an inverter qualified Electrician.
7
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The significance of this event on the inverter is marginal. The troubleshooting
activities and subsequent repair activities during the day and night of July 3, 1992,
while ineffective in returning the inverter to service, did not significantly affect the
long term operation of the inverter.

In order to address the malfunction of P m surizer Safety Valve RC-142, both RC-141 and
RC-142 were sent to Wyle Laboratories ' cost-incident investigation of the failure of
RC-142. The investigation revealed that liy RC-142 had lifted and that it had sustained
damage to its internals including indications of valve chatter and failure of the bellows
assembly. One of the effects of this dawge was to establish contact between the disc
ring and the nozzle ring. This did not allow the valve to reseat properly, therefore the
valve continued to leak. In addition, the valve setpoint adjusting bolt was found to be
backed out, significantly lowering the valve setpoint.

The following is a postulated sequence of events regarding the failure of RC-142.
Following the closing of the main turbine control valves, RCS pressure spiked to
approximately 2430 psia. The PORVs and RC-142 opened, and then closed by the time RCS
pressure had decreased to approximately 1750 psia. The inlet piping to RC-142 includes a
loop seal with approximately 1.2 gallons of water. RC-142 is designed for steam service
and will tend to chatter when relieving the loep seal volume. Although there may have
be:n some initial chatter, the valve did close and RCS pressure began to recover. The
pressure then recovered to approximately 1923 psia after approximately seven minutes.
During this seven-minute period, the pressurizer quench tank level was stable, which
indicates that RC-142 did fully close.

During the initial lift, it u postulated that valve vibration loosened the adjusting
bolt locknut. This allowed the adjusd ng bolt to back off approximately one turn,
thereby lowering the valve setpoint pressure to b.. tween 1900 and 2000 psia. The
respective blowdown was also affected.

During the RCS pressure recovery, when the pressure reached approximately 1923 psia,
RC-142 lifted again. This led to additional valve vibration and further reduction in the
valve setpoint pressure and further changes in blowdown. The valve did not properly
reseat and therefore continued to leak for the remainder of the event.

The root cause of the malfunction of RC-142 was the adjusting bolt locknut that loosened
and allowed the set pressure adjusting bolt to back out during valve actuation. Valve
vibration during discharge caused the adjusting bolt locknut and adjusting bolt to turn.
This lowered the set pressure of the valve and adversely affected blowdown.

,.
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The following two contributing factors were identified:

1) Inadequacy of the valve refurbishment procedure with respect to documenting
the proper tightening of the adjusting bolt locknut.

2) The lack of a positive locking device to prevent the adjusting bolt from
moving.

The failure of RC-142 had a significant impact on RCS inventory. Only the failure of
Pressurizer Safety Valve RC-141 could achieve a similar impact on RCS inventory.
Consequently, the issues concerning RC-142 failure are also being incorporated into

'RC-141. The adjusting bolt locknut or similar device is generic to many of the safety
valves throughout the )lant. However, no other safety valves incorporate a loop seal
-into their design whici could result in the chatter which was a contributor to the
failure of RC-142. In addition, the location of other safety valves relative to the RCS
indicate that a similar valve failure would not result in a loss of RCS inventory and
would therefore, be a'much less significant event.

'A review of historical maintenance and testing records was performed for RC-141 and
RC-142. The review revealed that the "as-found" setpoints for Pressurizer Safcty Valves
RC-141 and RC-142 have been outside of +/- 1% of their respective set pressures on
several occasions. Details are provided on the following list:

RC-141 setpoint is 2545 psia (2530 psig) +/- 1% (i.e., range of 2505 to 2555 psig)
RC-142 setpoint is 2500 psia (2485 psig) +/- 1% (i.e., range of 2460 to 2510 psig)

Year Valve "As-Found" Setooint (psia)

1975 RC-141 2475
RC-142 2453

1976 RC-141 2588
RC-142 < 2317

1977 RC-142 2720
1980 RC-142 2548
1983 RC-141 2562
1984' RC-142 2592
1985 RC-141 2493

RC-142 2434
1987 RC-141 2628

-In each case, corrective maid anance required to return RC-141 and RC-142 to operability
was completed. Technical Spesification 2.1.6(1) indicates that the reactor shall not be
made critical unless two pressurizer safety valves are operable with their lift settings
adjusted to ensure valve opening between 2500 psia and 2545 psia +/- 1%. LERs were
submittedin1975(LER76-038),1977(LER77'028),1983(LER83-001),and1987
(LER 87-014) re)orting out-of-tolerance as-1 and test results, however, it appears that
no LERs were su)mitted for out-of-tolerance as-found test results in 1975, 1980, 1984 and
1985.

mmm
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Pressurizer safety valve test results are now reviewed as part of the relief valve
program. This should prevent recurrence of a failure to report an out-of-tolerance
condition. These unreported test results had no impact on the failure of RC-14L during
this event.

In addition to the specific investigations of the Inverter #2 failure and the RC-142
failure, an overall investigation of the event was also conducted. One issue addressed
in the overall investigation was the Turbine / Generator EHC System.

.The EHC System original design had redundant power supplies, with normal power supply
from an inverter and alternate power supply from the Permanent Magnet Generator (PMG).
The PMG is driven by the turbine shaft and can supply an adequate source of power to the rm
EHC system whenever the turbine is at rated speed. g

In October of 1978, a design change modified the EHC System by replacing the original
steam pressure trt.nsmitters with Rosemount transmitters. The original pressure
transmitters were powered from the EHC panel and would continue to function in the event
of a loss of power from the inverter because they had PMG backup power. When the new
Rosemount transmitters were installed in 1978, they were supplied power from safety
related Inverter "A" with no backup from the PMG.

On July 2,1986, the failure of safety related Imerter "A" caused a transient similar to
this event. At that time, the safety related inverters did not have the capability to
automatically transfer to a bypass transformer for backup power, while the non-safety

,

related inverters did. The corrective actions in 1936 included transferring the EHC
panel from safety related Inverter "A" to non-safety related Inverter #2 so that an
automatic backup power supply was available via fast transfer. The Inverter #2 failure
on July 3, 1992 resulted in the loss of both primary and backup power to the pressure
transmitters, which caused them to indicate zero 3ressure conditions. This caused the

.EHC System to close the turbine control valves, w1ich resulted in a Loss of Load
transient. This subsequently caused a reactor trip due to high pressurizer pressure
similar to the 1986 trip.

The overall investigation concluded that addition of a second backup power supply to all
EHC panel components from the PMG should be evaluated.

1

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

As a result of this event OPPD developed a comprehensive Recovery / Restart Action Plan.
.Some of the points covered by the plan included investigation into system response,
development and analysis of the sequence of eveats, evaluation of the transient's impacts

on the reactor vessel, assessment of potential equipment damage inside containment,
incorporation of lessons learned into 3rocedures, assessment of the effects of transients
on mechanical systems, evaluation of tie impact of high temperatures on systems,
evaluation of fuel integrity, defining modifications to be performed, evaluation of ,

reactor coolant pump seals and evaluation of non-safety related inverter loads. The Fort
Calhoun Station was returned to power operation July 23, 1992 following completion of
appropriate short-term corrective acticas included in the Recovery / Restart Action Plan.

. -m m
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iThe following corrective actions have been or will be implemented as a result of the
ifailure of.non-safety related Inverter #2:

L1) A modification-has been installed which will allow isolation of the->'

non-safety related inverters to perform maintenance and testing without ,

losing'the power to the Ir0V-AC instrument bus.

~2). An enhanced troubleshooting guida for all safety related and non-safety '

related inverters will be developed by January 1, 1993.
.

3) ;The wires leading to gates and cathodes of accessible inverter silicone-
centrolled rectifiers (all six inverters) will be inspected, and soldered if'

required during the next refueling outage.

!4) Training of Electrical Maintenance personnel regarding this event has been
' conducted. Lesson Plans for initial training for Electrical Maintenance.

personnel will be upgraded by September 30, 1992 to include lessons learned
from this event.

5) Single clad circuit. boards in the six inverters will be inspected during the
next refueling outage-for signs of degradation,-and replaced if necessary.

16)- ~ Metal. jumpers on inverter circuit boards will be replaced with wire jumpers ;
-by the end of the 1993 Refueling Outage.

LThe following corrective actions have been or will be implemented as a result of the
~ failure:of RC-142.

,

11 ) .RC-142 has been refurbished and reinstalled.

2}: A' mechanical: locking device has been added to the RC-141 and RC-142
Jadjusting. bolts.

_

'

;3) . Adjusting ring and nozzle _ ring settings were reviewed to ensure optimum
_ settings are being;used for loop seal applications..

(4)- The effect on valve body temp e , e and valve setpoint pressure with the
' -presence of valve' insulation wn m astigated by installing temporary

'

'

thermocouples on the valve and a .. coring them during heatup and power
n -' operation.~ The temperature,- at a result of the presence of the valve
W insulation, was found to have a' negligible effect on the setpoint pressure.
'

' 5)_ 'A' review of disc and nozzle materials which could be-utilized to improve
'

~

.' safety and performance of the pressurizer safety valves will be performed by
December 31, 1992.

L 6) Further analysis will be' completed, prior to the 1993 Refueling Outage, with
|

'

respect to the failed bellows assembly removed from RC-142.

; --
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/) A review of the pressurizer safety valve testing procedures will be

performed p(e.ior to the 1993 Refueling Outage to determine if changes are
r

necessary g., adding a routine back pressure test to verify bellows
integrity,instructionsforadjustingvalvesetpoint).

8)_ An evaluation will be performed by December 31, 1993 of the options for
possible relocation of the pressurizer safety valves to eliminate the loop
seal.

9)- Lessons learned from the_ event will be incorporated into the relief valve
testing program prior to the 1993 Refueling Outage. 1

The following corrective actions have been or will be implemented with respect to the EHC ;

System
,.

1) Two turbine trips for loss of load have been installed. One will be
actuated by a limit switch on Turbine Control Valve #1 when the valve -

approaches its closed seat. Theotherturbinetripwillactuatewhena
' Power Load U-balance occurs.

2) An evaluation will be 3erformed by September 30, 1992 to ccnsider providing
asecondsourceofbaccuppower(viathePermanentMagnetGenerator)forEHC.
pressure. transmitters.

PREVIOUS SIMILAR EVEKTS

.LER 86-001 reported a reactor trip resulting from the Gilure of a safety related -

inverter. On July 2, 1986 the Fort Calhoun Station reactor tri) ped due to High
Pressurizer Pressura. The cause of the trip was a termined to )e loss of safety related :
Inverter "A" resulting in a loss of-power to the turbine EHC panel. It was' determined f

that on loss of EHC power,-the turbine .ontrol valves shut but the steam dump and bypass-

valves do'not' actuate. -A modification was installed to transfer EHC panel power to
non-safety related Inverter #2.

;
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